
Introducing the JBL 
Concert Edition Premium 

Audio Upgrade
Designed to deliver a JBL Concert level

experience to your Ford F-150
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HARMAN Introduces the JBL Concert Edition Plug and 
Play Audio Upgrade; Launches Ford F-150 Package

First JBL Concert Edition Package to be Specifically Designed and Tuned for the Ford F-150; To Be Sold
Exclusively through Car Toys in the United States

LAS VEGAS--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- HARMAN, the premium global audio, visual, infotainment and enterprise
automation group (NYSE:HAR), introduced today at CES 2015 the JBL® Concert Edition plug-and-play audio
upgrade package. Specifically designed for individual vehicles to bring premium audio performance to 
existing vehicles, the JBL Concert Edition builds on the JBL brand’s long-standing leadership in audio and 
acoustics. The vehicle specific packages serve as an easy way for consumers to upgrade their car audio 
systems with equipment specifically optimized for their vehicle.

JBL Concert Edition packages leverage existing wiring harnesses and speaker locations in the truck to bring 
a superior audio experience into the vehicle beyond current aftermarket products available. The package 
provides a complete system plug-n-play solution that includes four speakers, a pair of 8-inch DVC 
subwoofers and a DSP amplifier professionally tuned to the specific interior of the vehicle for the ultimate 
acoustic performance. They are cosmetically designed to perfectly integrate into the cabin of the specific 
vehicle reducing the installation costs associated with aesthetic modifications for traditional aftermarket 
products. Unlike conventional aftermarket amplifiers, JBL Concert Edition amplifiers are specifically 
contoured for individual vehicles and feature EFI shielding to protect them from picking up unwanted engine 
noise when powered up.

The JBL Concert Edition will first be available for the Ford F-150 in the US and will be solid exclusively 
through Car Toys beginning in March 2015. Packages for additional auto manufacturers will be made  
available by June 2015.

“At HARMAN, we have a reputation of providing premium audio systems and services for our diverse automo-
tive partners and we’re committed to providing the same caliber audio experience in our aftermarket prod-
ucts,” said David Slump, president, HARMAN Automotive Services. “The JBL Concert Edition upgrade package 
leverages JBL’s expertise in audio engineering to bring a superior audio performance not found in other 
products. We’re excited to partner with Car Toys to introduce this audio package in the United States.”

HARMAN at CES 2015
Visit the HARMAN showcase during CES 2015 for demonstrations of the company’s full portfolio of infotain-
ment and lifestyle audio systems that enable the connected life. The HARMAN experience showcase is located 
at the Hard Rock Hotel. Follow HARMAN online during CES 2015:
• Find more CES news at the HARMAN Newsroom
• Like HARMAN on Facebook
• Check out our YouTube Channel
• Follow HARMAN on Twitter @harmannews
• Follow Twitter Hashtag #HarmanCES
• Subscribe to our RSS feeds
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About Car Toys Commercial Services
Car Toys Commercial Sales is a division of Car Toys, Inc - the largest independent consumer electronics 
specialty retailer in the United States. Through some (49) stores around the country and online at  
CarToys.com, we offer a full line of name brand car audio and video products, portable and in-dash 
navigation, state-of-the-art vehicle safety and security products, mobile satellite radio and TV, and a 
wide assortment of cutting-edge wireless phones and services from AT&T, Verizon Wireless and  
T-Mobile.

Our mission
Along with the best quality products and programs in the industry, our mission is driven by a commit-
ment to service and expertise, and by a goal to make your job easier by helping you maximize produc-
tivity and profit.

Our commercial sales division is staffed by highly trained and knowledgeable industry experts. In fact, 
Car Toys has more Master Installers than any other specialty retailer.

Four Commercial Programs 
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For more than 60 years, the JBL® brand has delivered products that exemplify technology and expertise 
that has made JBL synonymous with the precise, naturally articulated sound found in many of the world’s 
most prestigious locations ranging from concert halls to outdoor stadiums. This same expertise is applied 
to the JBL Concert Edition F-150 Audio System. 

HARMAN (www.harman.com) designs, manufactures and markets premier audio, visual, infotainment and 
enterprise automation solutions for the automotive, consumer and professional markets. With leading 
brands including AKG®, Harman Kardon®, Infinity®, JBL®, Lexicon®, Mark Levinson ® and Revel®, the 
Company is admired by audiophiles, musicians and the entertainment venues where they perform. More 
than 25 million automobiles on the road today are equipped with HARMAN audio and infotainment systems. 
HARMAN has a workforce of approximately 16,600 people across the Americas, Europe, and Asia and re-
ported sales of $5.6 billion for the 12 months ended September 30, 2014. The Company’s shares are traded 
on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol NYSE:HAR. HAR-C

© 2014 HARMAN International Industries, Incorporated. All rights reserved. Harman Kardon, Infinity, JBL, Lexicon and Mark Levinson are trademarks of HARMAN 
International Industries, Incorporated, registered in the United States and/or other countries. AKG is a trademark of AKG Acoustics GmbH, registered in the United 
States and/or other countries. Features, specifications and appearance are subject to change without notice.
HARMAN
Chris Dragon, +1-203-328-4203
chris.dragon@harman.com
Source: HARMAN

News Provided by Acquire Media

HARMAN
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With unmatched professional credentials and over 60 years of delivering industry leading innovation, JBL  
has created their Concert Edition F-150 Audio system to elevate listener experiences with Award-winning 
audio so that you can make the most of every moment.

6”x 8” two-way speakers & utilizes factory tweeters in the front

6 ½” two-way speakers in the rear

Custom molded enclosure includes (2) DVC 8” subwoofers under the rear seat

All powered by single 8 channel 360 watt external amplifier tuned for the F-150

Direct connect harnesses and hardware to bolt into factory locations

JBL Concert Edition Technology

1

2

3

JBL is the authority in engineering superior sound

4

5

System performance delivers 50% improvement versus factory audio system.

Upgraded Premium 6”x8” Speakers

Lightweight Custom Fitted Dual 8” Subwoofer 
Enclosure, 360 Watt Amplifier & Processor

Upgraded Premium 6-1/2” Speakers
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Plus One® Cone Technology
• Patented cone design delivers up to 35% increase in cone area
• + dB efficiency delivers louder sound and more bass
• Overall superior tonal balance

Edge-Driven Dome Tweeters
Harman’s Edge-driven dome tweeters design provides more 
heat-dissipating surface area in the voice coil than conventional 
balanced-dome tweeters.  The voice coil is simply wound around 
the voice coil former, which has the same diameter as the 
tweeter’s diaphragm (dome).  In a conventional balanced-dome 
tweeter it is like a tiny speaker cone in which the voice-coil is the 
same diameter as the “dust cap”.

The result is that the Edge-driven dome tweeters handle higher 
power with lower distortion at higher volumes compared to 
conventional tweeters of the same size.  It also can play to a 
lower frequency allowing for far better audio integration to the 
midrange / bass driver.

JBL Concert Edition Technology
Cutting Edge Speaker Technology

The picture shows a speaker with Plus One compared to a popular competing models.  Both show a basket with the same 
dimensions.  Notice the difference in cone area as indicated by the red lines.  The Plus One cone is much bigger.
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Does It Fit My Truck? Yes - Now Get It!

1

2

3

I want it, now what?
There are multiple method for ordering this JBL Premium Sound System,

Call Car Toys Commercial Team 206-626-8940 or 888-922-7869 to set up an account.

Go to https://commercial.cartoys.com/jbl-concert-edition/ and fill out your information 
for us to contact you directly.

Contact your local Car Toys representative. For complete list visit 
https://commercial.cartoys.com/contacts/  

Vehicle Fit List

Ford F150 Models  
XL, XLT, and Lariat model Super Crew Cab*
* Not applicable on King Ranch, Platinum, and Sony upgrade 
    packaged Lariat models.


